SOAP MAKING WORKSHOP
We love luxurious spa products for the body! We also love sweets and fine delicacies. What is a better
way to combine the two than making soaps that resemble the real gourmet food? Try one or a series of
our unique soap making workshops and we are sure you will be amazed at your creation. Choose from
one of the themes and come have fun with us. Custom parties/events can be organized upon request.

High Tea Theme: 2 hours

$45/adult, $40/child

How could you resist the temptation of creating luxurious soaps that resemble
French macaroon, gateau, and gourmet cupcakes with fresh whipped cream
served with latte or English tea? In this workshop you will learn to make
delicate soaps that are delicious to the eyes and soothing to the body.
Workshop A: French macaroons, gateau & Latte
Workshop B: Cupcakes, chocolate desserts & English tea

Dim Sum Theme: 2 hours

$45/adult, $40/child

Attention all Chinese Dim Sum lovers, you will not want to miss this workshop. In
this workshop you will be making small authentic looking Dim Sums and a cup of
green tea. Even the teacup and plate are made of pure soap! Perfect for gifting
or create as part of your soap collection.

Body and Bath: 2 hours

$45/adult, $40/child

Come have some fun creating luxurious bath products that resemble yummy
sweets. In this workshop we will be making colorful bath bombs, crystallized
bath salt with aroma of your choice, honey sea salt scrub for body exfoliation
and a wonderful blend of massage oil for your skin's nourishment. You will be
going home with a full set of bath and body spa products to be enjoyed in your
home bathtub!

CP Soap: 2 hours

$55/adult

This workshop is designed for those who are looking to make natural soap from
scratch with plant oils and lye. We adopt the Cold Pressed (CP) process which
produces high quality soap at a low temperature setting with the delicate
natural ingredients best preserved. CP soap needs 4-6 weeks of curing time
and they cannot be used right after made. You will make a loaf of soap with top
quality ingredients and natural scent. This class is designed for adult only.
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